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Abstract. The goal of ontology-based management is to improve the manage-
ability of network resources through the application of formal ontologies. Prior 
research work has studied their application to represent the management infor-
mation definitions, the mapping and merging processes to obtain a semantic in-
tegration of those definitions, and the representation of behaviour and policy 
definitions. Using ontologies allows the additional advantage of integrating, in 
the same semantic manager, business and service level ontologies with the net-
work management ontology, in a framework for automated management. This 
integration allows for policy refinement and interoperation between high level 
policies and low level policies.  

1   Introduction 

 Network administrators need more intelligent management systems that hide the un-
derlying complexity of the network, allowing them to manage the infrastructure at an 
abstract level, focusing on what the expected behaviour should be, instead of on how 
to specifically achieve it. In this context, Policy-Based Network Management 
(PBNM) [1] proposes the use of policies to administer, manage, and control network 
resources, in such a way that they can be centrally defined and applied to large num-
bers of devices uniformly. In [2] Strassner depicts the “Policy Continuum”, where 
policies can be defined at several layers with different levels of abstraction. This lay-
ering should allow network administrators to manage their systems at a higher level of 
abstraction than the mere technology configuration, therefore hiding the complexity 
from the administrator. 

This paper presents a generic ontology-based approach to bind the behaviour speci-
fied at higher levels of abstraction to the expected behaviour at the network level, in 
such a way that an ontology reasoner can dynamically perform this High Level (HL) 
to Low Level (LL) refinement process at run-time. The next sections describe the se-
mantic management framework within which this work is presented, and how the pol-
icy refinement process can be accomplished. Then, a simplified policy refinement ex-
ample will be used to illustrate the mechanisms being presented. 
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2   Semantic Management 

The ontology-based semantic management framework [3] proposes a single manager 
working with a unique information model, which integrates all the different defini-
tions of the managed resources, taking into account the semantic aspects of those 
definitions (i.e. their meaning). In [4] it is shown how to merge and map management 
definitions from different domains into a Common Management Ontology. A seman-
tic manager could then apply generic policies for all the network resources, independ-
ently of the management models in which they are originally defined.  

OWL [5], the Web Ontology Language, is proposed as the language for policy and 
management definitions, since it contains all the necessary constructors to formally 
describe most of the information management definitions [6]. This semantic approach 
allows the integration, in the same unified management information model, of the be-
haviour definitions and policies for the managed resources, which can also be ex-
pressed in OWL using the SWRL language [7], as shown in [8]. 

A comparison of other Semantic Web policy languages is presented in [9], from a 
PBM point of view, stating that the possibility to represent entities and behaviours at 
multiple levels of abstraction makes ontology frameworks adequate to deal with sev-
eral kinds of contexts at different level of specifications. The advantages of semantic 
policy frameworks are analysed in [10], stating that semantic approaches using 
RDF/OWL as standards for policy representation enable runtime extensibility and 
adaptability of the system, as well as the ability to work with policies relating to enti-
ties described at different levels of abstraction. The use of ontology-based PBM to pro-
vide dynamically adaptive network management solutions is also proposed in [11]. 

3  Ontology-based Policy Refinement 

The proposed semantic manager can therefore work with ontologies and policies de-
fined at different abstraction levels, which allows facing one classical problem in the 
PBNM area: policy refinement. Policy refinement is concerned with the process of 
mapping a set of HL policies to a set of LL policies [1]. Most approaches, such as in 
[12] and [13], attempt this decomposition of HL policies relevant to a composite sys-
tem into a set of policies that are executed in its constituent parts to implement the 
behaviour intended by the overall higher level policies. In contrast to refinement, [14] 
introduces the concept of Policy Interoperability. While refinement is concerned with 
the unidirectional mapping HL �LL, interoperability is the bi-directional mapping 
HL�LL. The purpose of this interoperability mapping is to allow LL policies at run-
time to dynamically refer to their HL parents as the need arises. 

The approach being presented can be summarized in the following three steps: 
1) First, we have OWL ontologies both for the upper domain an the lower domain. 
Definitions of HL and LL policies could be included, as shown in [8]. 
2) Relating HL ontologies to LL ontologies can be achieved in the OWL ontology 
language by means of meaningful OWL relationships between HL and LL classes. 
These will be referred to as Interoperability Relationships. 
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3) Finally, translation SWRL rules can be used to make the semantic manager able to 
derive the necessary information translations in order to: 1) populate the higher level 
with data useful for this layer, hiding the complexity of the data at the lower level, 
and 2) add data to the lower level based on the information from the upper layer. The 
following is a generic example of 1) in SWRL logic syntax: 

LLproperty1(?LLclassYindividual) ^ 
InteroperablityRelationship1(?LLclassYindividual, 
?HLclassAindividual) => HLproperty1(?HLclassAindividual) 

More complex conditions combining classes from both layers could be expressed.  
With the model and the SWRL rules programmed, the manager will be able to per-

form this bi-directional information mapping at run time, in such a way that changes 
in the HL data affect the LL data and vice versa. This way, policies defined at the HL 
layer can govern policies at the LL layer, achieving dynamic policy interoperability.  

4   Proof of Concept Use Case: Backup for DSL Premium Lines 

The scenario for the use case is an Internet Network Access service offered by a Ser-
vice Provider for thousands of users. The service is supported by an IP backbone and 
an ATM access network. Each subscriber’s modem-router is connected to its corre-
sponding Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS), through an ATM circuit, that 
runs over the telephone line and enters the ATM network through the DSLAM.  

Since DSL circuits run over the telephone lines (POTS or ISDN), which can also be 
used for dial-up Internet access, the Service Provider wants to offer a backup service 
for some of his DSL subscribers. For this matter he has installed a Remote Access 
Server (RAS) that will accept incoming telephone connections from the subscribers’ 
modem-routers. However, he only wants subscribers with a PREMIUM contract to 
make use of this backup network infrastructure, so he has installed a RADIUS server 
in order to authorize or deny access through the RAS. 

The ontology model for this scenario, including the SWRL rules, has been defined 
in the namespace http://www.dit.upm.es/jlopez/geseman/policy.owl#, and a simula-
tion has been implemented in Bossam [15], a Rule/OWL reasoner. 

4.1   HL and LL Ontologies in OWL 

At the network level we would have an Integrated Network Management Ontology, 
such as the Common Management Ontology proposed in [3]. For simplicity purposes, 
we have restricted the information used in this example to what is strictly needed. The 
RDF graph [16] in Fig. 1 shows the chosen HL and LL classes and properties. 
   In the HL specifications, we can also define the HL policies, as shown in [7]: If a 
subscriber has a PREMIUM service contract, and his DSL service is down, then he is 
allowed to use the telephone backup access service. For this HL policy, we used the 
following SWRL rule: 

ServiceContract(?subscriber, ?contract) ^ 
swrlb:equal(?contract, "PREMIUM") ^ 
DSLServiceStatus(?subscriber, ?status)  ^ 
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swrlb:equal(?status, "NOT OK")  
=> BackupAllowedSubscriber(?subscriber, "YES")  
Other two HL rules were used in the simulation to set the value of the BackupAl-

lowedSubscriber to “NO” when appropriate. 
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Fig. 1. RDF graph representation of High and Low Level ontologies 

4.2   Interoperability Relationships 

New relations in order to bind the HL and LL representations are required: 
• A Suscriber � DSLWANInterface binding:  the hasWANInterface relationship. For 

this binding, all interface data for all users will come from the provisioning system 
in this example, so it will be available in the semantic manager’s database of facts.  

• A RADIUS UserProfile � Subscriber binding: the relatesToSubscriber relation-
ship. This binding will take place at run time. It will be inferred by the semantic 
management system whenever an incoming call enters the RAS. 

4.3   Translation SWRL Rules 

Rules 1 an 2: DSLServiceStatus should be “OK” if the ifOperStatus of the sub-
scriber’s WAN interface is “UP”, and “NOT OK” otherwise. This is the representa-
tion of the first rule in SWRL logic syntax: 

hasWANInterface(?subscriber, ?wanif) ^ ifOperStatus(?wanif, 
?operstatus) ^ swrlb:equal(?operstatus, "UP") 
=> DSLServiceStatus(?subscriber, "OK") 

This is an example of setting HL information from LL information. 
Rule 3: A UserProfile relates to a specific Subscriber if the IncomingNumber of 

the profile matches the subscriber’s DSLLineNumber. This rule is an example of relat-
ing HL information to LL information. Expressed in SWRL logic syntax: 

swrlb:equal(IncomingNumber(?userprofile), 
DSLLineNumber(?subscriber))                                 
=> relatesToSubscriber(?userprofile, ?subscriber) 
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Rules 4 and 5 (SWRL not shown): The value for the Authorized property of User-
Profile should be “YES” if subscriber is allowed to use the backup service, and “NO” 
otherwise. These rules are examples of setting LL information from HL information. 

4.4   Overview of the Backup for DSL Lines Use Case 

The semantic manager holds the database of facts, with all of the facts and axioms of 
the ontology model, including HL Policies, HL facts (subscribers’ service contracts 
and DSL line numbers), LL facts (operational status for all DSL WAN Interfaces), 
HL to LL bindings, and Translation SWRL Rules. With all this information, the on-
tology manager – having an inference engine – is able to act as a PDP (Policy Deci-
sion Point), answering the query on whether an incoming call, identified by its tele-
phone number, should be allowed to access the network through the RAS. For a 
generic implementation, the RDF query in RDQL (RDF Query Language), would be 
SELECT ?auth   WHERE (dit:<subscriber> dit:Authorized ?auth) 
USING dit FOR <http://www.dit.upm.es/jlopez/geseman/policy.owl#> 

which returns a value of “YES” or “NO” for the auth variable depending on the in-
stance of <subscriber> entered and the simulation data. The RADIUS service would 
finally notify the allowance or denial of the incoming call to the RAS (Policy En-
forcement Point). 

5   Conclusion and Further Work 

A general purpose ontology reasoner can work with HL and LL ontologies, being 
completely independent of their abstraction levels, and allowing for interoperability, 
whereas some other expert systems and policy languages usually have a more specific 
orientation. The ontology reasoner, having an inference engine, will be able to under-
stand the model, work with the network data, and enforce the expected behaviour, 
therefore becoming an implementation of a management system. 

The present work presents an approach on how ontology representation could be 
used for dynamic policy interoperability between HL business rules and LL network 
policies, while maintaining the separation of concepts of HL and LL information.  

In the use case presented as a proof of concept, a change at the network level, such 
as when a DSL connection goes down, affects the expected behaviour of the Remote 
Access Server, also at the network level. This LL behaviour is governed by authoriza-
tion HL business policies, in a dynamic and bi-directional refinement cycle. 

Unlike other methods such as those presented in [12] and [13], this approach does 
not attempt to directly translate policies from the upper level into a set of policies or 
configuration commands at the lower level. Also, it is not restricted to service ori-
ented architectures as in [11], in which behaviour defined for a certain HL service af-
fects the behaviour of the LL services in which the former is decomposed. It also pre-
sents the semantic web advantages for network management about working with data 
distributed over different systems with heterogeneous RDF-based semantics [11]. 
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The possibility to represent and work with meaningful and reusable interrelations 
between different abstraction levels could be useful for other specific purposes of on-
tology-based network management. Areas for further work include its application to 
event enrichment, service composition, and event correlation. 
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